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Easystart: Marcel and the Mona Lisa
2019

join katie as she steps into some of the most famous
paintings in the world for an exciting art adventure
when the mona lisa s smile goes missing it s up to
katie to help find it again on the way they meet a
princess a dragon a winged lion and an angel but can
katie make the mona lisa smile again a wonderful way to
engage children with art a brilliant combination of
education and storytelling parents in touch katie s
picture show this first introduction to italian
renaissance art features five great masterpieces mona
lisa by leonardo da vinci st george and the dragon by
raphael primavera by sandro botticelli the lion of st
mark by vittore carpaccio and an angel in red with a
lute by giovanni ambrogio de predis classic picture
book character katie has been delighting children for
over 25 years why not collect all 13 titles in the
series katie s picture show katie and the
impressionists katie and the sunflowers katie and the
british artists katie and the waterlily pond katie and
the starry night katie and the spanish princess katie
and the bathers katie in london katie s london
christmas katie in scotland katie and the dinosaurs

Marcel and the Mona Lisa
1991

dad will you tell me a story asks a little girl sure
artist piotr barsony responds i ll tell you a story
about a painting and the mona lisa the most beautiful
painting in all the world will be our subject thus
begins the fascinating history of modern painting
through what many consider the most famous work in the



history of art the mona lisa by léonardo de vinci piotr
acts as the museum guide for his young daughter
throughout the book taking us on a journey through an
imaginary museum he describes famous art movements and
artists including impressionism cubism expressionism
favism minimalism surrealism monet manet cézanne
picasso bacon pollock and more all of the most famous
painters of the modern and contemporary art movements
are explained with their own mona lisa portraits in
their signature styles throughout the book piotr acts
as a guide explaining to his daughter and the reader
each genre of paintings in a clear simple and
entertaining way by the end of the book we discover
that he s actually the artist who s been painting all
those mona lisas and the results are spectacular the
stories of the mona lisa is the perfect book for any
child who loves art history and a good story

Katie and the Mona Lisa
2015-09-24

from the international bestselling author a beautifully
written literary tour de force john ironmonger author
of not forgetting the whale a wonderfully written story
of art but also of obsession friendship and love i
absolutely adored this novel jillian cantor the mona
lisa has hung in the louvre for over two hundred years
she has watched alone in silence as millions of people
have admired her behind the glass now she is finally
ready to tell her own story over five centuries from da
vinci s bustling florentine studio to the opulent
french court mona will be desired stolen heartbroken
curious furious and above all she will be heard
solomons prose is lyrical and her detail immense no
longer can i look at the mona lisa without hearing her
but more now i know her press association



The Stories of the Mona Lisa
2012-10-08

a secret agent kid takes off on the mission of a
lifetime

I, Mona Lisa
2022-02-10

a witty thriller the new york times for middle grade
readers about how the mona lisa was stolen from the
louvre how the robbery made the portrait the most
famous artwork in the world and how the painting by
leonardo da vinci should never have existed at all
sibert medal winner named one of the best books of the
year by publishers weekly school library journal
booklist kirkus reviews npr the new york public library
the chicago public library the bulletin of the center
for children s books on a hot august day in paris just
over a century ago a desperate guard burst into the
office of the director of the louvre and shouted la
joconde c est partie the mona lisa she s gone no one
knew who was behind the heist was it an international
gang of thieves was it an art hungry american
millionaire was it the young spanish painter pablo
picasso who was about to remake the very art of
painting travel back to an extraordinary period of
revolutionary change turn of the century paris walk its
backstreets meet the infamous thieves and detectives of
the era and then slip back further in time and follow
leonardo da vinci painter of the mona lisa through his
dazzling wondrously weird life discover the secret at
the heart of the mona lisa the most famous painting in
the world should never have existed at all here is a
middle grade nonfiction with black and white



illustrations by brett helquist throughout written at
the pace of a thriller shot through with stories of
crime and celebrity genius and beauty

Steal Back the Mona Lisa!
2006

leonardo da vinci was one of history s true geniuses
equally brilliant as an artist scientist and
mathematician readers of the da vinci code were given a
glimpse of the mysterious connections between math
science and leonardo s art math and the mona lisa picks
up where the da vinci code left off illuminating
leonardo s life and work to uncover connections that
until now have been known only to scholars bülent
atalay a distinguished scientist and artist examines
the science and mathematics that underlie leonardo s
work paying special attention to the proportions
patterns shapes and symmetries that scientists and
mathematicians have also identified in nature following
leonardo s own unique model atalay searches for the
internal dynamics of art and science revealing to us
the deep unity of the two cultures he provides a broad
overview of the development of science from the dawn of
civilization to today s quantum mechanics from this
base of information atalay offers a fascinating view
into leonardo s restless intellect and modus operandi
allowing us to see the source of his ideas and to
appreciate his art from a new perspective

Katie and the Mona Lisa
1999-09-01

jackie kennedy loved the arts and america loved jackie
kennedy the first lady knew she had the country s



attention what would she do with it encourage americans
to appreciate art of course she turned the white house
into a historical site filled with some of america s
most treasured artifacts and pieces of art she brought
shakespearean theater to the white house and ballerinas
to the south lawn and most epically she brought the
mona lisa to the states much to the chagrin of many
parisians to encourage americans to visit museums and
it worked an inspiring story about one of the nation s
most influential first ladies

The Mona Lisa Vanishes
2023-09-05

this thoroughly original work of art history presents a
provocative theory about leonardo da vinci the mona
lisa and theological gender equality the famous mona
lisa smile has mystified viewers and intrigued
historians for centuries completed in 1515 leonardo da
vinci s masterwork has hidden the lady s secret well
now after years of research and analysis w n varvel has
decoded the hidden meanings of mona lisa in the lady
speaks varnel reveals the vital message her smile
conveys a secret too dangerous for the artist to
acknowledge during his life but one which he hoped
future generations would understand and embrace the
coming of the new jerusalem depends on the world s
recognizing what lies behind the mona lisa smile
detailing how the artist wove a calculated fabric of
clues symbols and images varvel establishes not only da
vinci s but also michelangelo s belief in theological
gender equality in a thrilling achievement of art
history detective work varvel tracks clues links
previously unnoticed connections recreates scenarios
identifies villains and heroes and presents a
persuasive case for what the lady must be thinking



Leonardo and the Mona Lisa Story
2006

the mona lisa the most famous painting in the world has
been stolen from the louvre museum in paris can secret
agent jack stalwart find it before an evil red haired
man takes it out of the country never to be seen again

Math and the Mona Lisa
2011-09-20

what do the mona lisa friendship and the louvre have in
common inspector josephine black is called in to solve
the case of a missing masterpiece the mona lisa follow
along in this whimsical setting as she tracks the thief
inside the louvre museum and teaches a lesson about
true friendship

Jackie and the Mona Lisa
2022-03-15

traveling in a first class cabin on the luxury liner
france early in 1963 the western world s most famous
painting sailed across the atlantic on its maiden
voyage to the united states the goodwill generated by
the loan eased u s french relations which had soured
over tensions stemming from the cold war the mastermind
behind the mona lisa s triumphant tour was france s
newly appointed minister of cultural affairs andre
malraux in this book herman lebovics recounts how
malraux s brilliant foray into the realm of diplomacy
was but one example of his efforts to employ france s
cultural heritage in the service of a renewed national
grandeur



The Lady Speaks
2014-02-13

a narrative history of how leonardo da vinci s painting
of the mona lisa came to be the most famous in the
world and one of the most powerful cultural icons of
our time what has made the mona lisa the most famous
picture in the world why is it that of all the 6000
paintings in the louvre it is the only one to be
exhibited in a special box set in concrete and
protected by two sheets of bulletproof glass why do
thousands of visitors throng to see it every day
ignoring the masterpieces which surround it

The Mystery of the Mona Lisa
2006

join katie as she steps into some of the most famous
paintings in the world for an exciting art adventure
when the mona lisa s smile goes missing it s up to
katie to help find it again on the way they meet a
princess a dragon a winged lion and an angel but can
katie make the mona lisa smile again a wonderful way to
engage children with art a brilliant combination of
education and storytelling parents in touch katie s
picture show this first introduction to italian
renaissance art features five great masterpieces mona
lisa by leonardo da vinci st george and the dragon by
raphael primavera by sandro botticelli the lion of st
mark by vittore carpaccio and an angel in red with a
lute by giovanni ambrogio de predis classic picture
book character katie has been delighting children for
over 25 years why not collect all 13 titles in the
series katie s picture show katie and the
impressionists katie and the sunflowers katie and the



british artists katie and the waterlily pond katie and
the starry night katie and the spanish princess katie
and the bathers katie in london katie s london
christmas katie in scotland katie and the dinosaurs

Inspector Josephine Black and the
Case of the Missing Mona Lisa
2016-11-11

the mona lisa the most famous painting in the world has
been stolen from the louvre museum in paris can secret
agent jack stalwart find it before an evil thief takes
it out of the country never to be seen again

Mona Lisa's Escort
1999

read this book and the world s most famous image will
never look the same again for the world s greatest
cultural icon still has secrets to reveal not the silly
secrets that the leonardo loonies continue to advance
but previously unknown facts about the lives of
leonardo his father lisa gherardini the subject of the
portrait and her husband francesco del giocondo from
this factual beginning we see how the painting
metamorphosed into a universal picture that became the
prime vehicle for leonardo s prodigious knowledge of
the human and natural worlds we learn about the new
money of the ambitious merchant who married into the
old gentry of lisa s family we discover lisa s life as
a wife and mother her association with sexual scandals
and her later life in a convent we meet for the first
time previously undiscovered members of leonardo s
immediate family and discover new information about his
early life the tiny hill town of vinci is placed before



us with its widespread poverty we find out about the
career and possessions of his father a notable lawyer
in florence the meaning of the portrait that resulted
from these human circumstances is vividly illuminated
though renaissance love poetry and verses specifically
dedicated to leonardo we come to understand how
leonardo s sciences of optics psychology anatomy and
geology are embraced in his poetic science of art
recent scientific examinations of the painting disclose
how it evolved to assume its present appearance in
leonardo s experimental hands above all we cut through
the suppositions and the myths to show that the
portrait is a product of real people in a real place at
a real time this is the book that brings back a sense
of reality into the creation of the portrait of lisa
del giocondo and the actual mona lisa it turns out is
even more astonishing and transcendent than the mona
lisa of legend

Mona Lisa
2001

leonardo da vinci s portrait called the mona lisa is
without doubt the world s most famous painting it
achieved its fame not only because it is a remarkable
example of renaissance portraiture created by an
acclaimed artistic and scientific genius but because of
its criminal history the mona lisa also called la
gioconda or la joconde was stolen on 21 august 1911 by
an italian vincenzo peruggia peruggia was under the
mistaken impression that the mona lisa had been stolen
from italy during the napoleonic era and he wished to
take back for italy one of his country s greatest
treasures his successful theft of the painting from the
louvre the farcical manhunt that followed and peruggia
s subsequent trial in florence were highly publicized



sparking the attention of the international media and
catapulting an already admired painting into
stratospheric heights of fame this book tells the art
and criminal history of the mona lisa this extended
essay in book form prepared to coincide with the 100th
anniversary of the 1911 theft examines the criminal
biography of leonardo s mona lisa with a focus on
separating fact from fiction in the story of what is
not only the most famous art heist in history but which
is the single most famous theft of all time in the
process this book also tells of leonardo s creation of
the mona lisa discusses why it is so famous and
investigates two other events in its history of theft
and renown first it examines the so called affaire des
statuettes in which pablo picasso and guillaume
apollinaire were arrested under suspicion of
involvement in the theft of the mona lisa second there
has long been a question as to whether the nazis stole
the mona lisa during the second world war a question
that this book seeks to resolve this book provides a
strong introduction to the mona lisa and the thefts
surrounding it noah charney is the sherlock holmes of
art theft beyond his great sleuthing prowess he writes
with the simple grace of a novelist and the erudition
of a scholar here his subject could be no more dramatic
the impossible but true story of the most famous of all
paintings the mona lisa it is a tale that bounces along
implicating the likes of apollinaire picasso the nazis
and nat king cole it is easy to pick up and very hard
to put down mark lamster author of master of shadows
the secret diplomatic career of the painter peter paul
rubens deftly written and riveting to read sidney
kirkpatrick author of hitler s holy relics few writers
have brought the issue of art theft to the fore with
the fervor of noah charney with the thefts of the mona
lisa on stealing the world s most famous painting
charney has created a work that is equal parts lucid
art history and thrilling true crime both the popular



myths and the hidden truths surrounding the theft and
recovery of leonardo s seminal work provide art theft
investigators and museum security directors with
important lessons for solving and preventing art crime
today anthony amore art theft and security expert and
author of stealing rembrandts the untold stories of
notorious art heists all profits from the sale of the
print edition of this book support the charitable
activities of arca the association for research into
crimes against art an international non profit research
group on art crime and cultural heritage protection

Katie: Katie and the Mona Lisa
2016-11-01

mystery of the mona lisa is an extremely researched
lush well written and historicallyaccurate tale set in
renaissance italy the author claims that the painting
is in fact the portrait of caterina the mother of
leonardo da vinci

Valfierno and the Mona Lisa
2003-07-01

a very funny middle grade adventure by renowned author
illustrator pat hutchins class 3 of hampstead primary
school are off on a school trip to paris morgan is the
first to spot the bearded man in the black citroen car
cruising behind their school bus and feels sure he is
following them the plot thickens when a second
mysterious bearded man appears on the ferry boat soon
class 3 find themselves entangled with a group of art
thieves intent upon stealing the mona lisa



Jack Stalwart: The Mystery of the
Mona Lisa
2012-04-30

from the acclaimed author of the night portrait comes a
stunning historical novel about two women separated by
five hundred years who each hide leonardo da vinci s
mona lisa with unintended consequences france 1939 at
the dawn of world war ii anne guichard a young
archivist employed at the louvre arrives home to find
her brother missing while she works to discover his
whereabouts refugees begin flooding into paris and
german artillery fire rattles the city once they reach
the city the nazis will stop at nothing to get their
hands on the louvre s art collection anne is quickly
sent to the castle of chambord where the louvre s most
precious artworks including the mona lisa are being
transferred to ensure their safety with the germans
hard on their heels anne frantically moves the mona
lisa and other treasures again and again in an
elaborate game of hide and seek as the threat to the
masterpieces and her life grows closer anne also begins
to learn the truth about her brother and the role he
plays in this dangerous game florence 1479 house
servant bellina sardi s future seems fixed when she
accompanies her newly married mistress lisa gherardini
to her home across the arno lisa s husband a prosperous
silk merchant is aligned with the powerful medici his
home filled with luxuries and treasures but soon
bellina finds herself bewitched by a charismatic monk
who has urged florentines to rise up against the medici
and to empty their homes of the riches and jewels her
new employer prizes when master leonardo da vinci is
commissioned to paint a portrait of lisa bellina finds
herself tasked with hiding an impossible secret when
art and war collide leonardo da vinci his beautiful



subject lisa and the portrait find themselves in the
crosshairs of history

Mona Lisa
2017-05-26

mona lisa s ghost a thrilling mystery is the sequel to
the crystal navigator in this four book series during a
class video about the mona lisa lucy nightingale and
her best friend sam winter notice that the painting
seems to be melting sam thinks it has been attacked by
a molecule destroying syndrome called zoom seizure on
winter vacation lucy and her parents go to paris where
she can investigate in the mona lisa gallery of the
louvre museum lucy bumps into melissa blackwood a
classmate from home melissa shocks lucy telling her
that she is the reincarnation of mona lisa and that she
has come back to steal the painting that night the
painting is mysteriously stolen and lucy must find it
before zoom seizure destroys it in an adventure that
takes lucy through the ghost infested catacombs of
paris down underground rivers and back to sixteenth
century france she solves a mystery that would shock
the world if it were ever made public this coming of
age series is sure to entertain and inspire young
readers as lucy learns to trust her intuition see
herself others and the world around her with greater
clarity and to believe in the magic that lies inside
every one of us

The Thefts of the Mona Lisa
2011

pushes urban fantasy noir to its logical extreme by
casting the resurrected body of christ now called cross



as an angel slaying wise cracking antihero publishers
weekly for thousands of years cross has wandered the
earth a mortal soul trapped in the undying body left
behind by christ he s been a thief a con man a soldier
and a drunkard he s fought as a slave in the colosseum
and as a knight at king arthur s side but now he must
play the part of reluctant hero as an angel comes to
him for help finding the mona lisa the real mona lisa
that inspired the painting cross s quest takes him into
a secret world within our own populated by characters
just as strange and wondrous as he is haunted by
memories of penelope the only woman he truly loved he
wants to avenge her death at the hands of his ancient
enemy judas a forgotten god from an ancient time the
angel promises to deliver judas to cross but nothing is
ever what it seems when judas is involved and when a
group of renegade angels looking for a new holy war
show up things truly go to hell a deliriously unhinged
roller coaster of a novel blending fantasy history
horror and humour with the aplomb of an overfull
blender but all of it smarter than it truly has any
right or need to be national post sweeps you up with
its gallows humour whether you re revelling in the
pleasures of two fisted angel punching action or the
cleverly rendered language quill quire takes urban
fantasy to a different level with this tale of
conspiracy and confession library journal

Mystery of the Mona Lisa
2002-05-01

in the late afternoon of sunday 20 august 1911 three
men strolled into the louvre museum in paris disguising
themselves as museum staff they hid until nightfall
sixteen hours later the most famous painting in the
world the mona lisa had vanished the theft of the mona



lisa was the greatest crime ever to hit the art world
france closed her borders a massive man hunt was
launched even picasso was a suspect but all to no avail
the mona lisa had gone ntil two years later when a
letter arrived in florence signed leonardo the painting
was for sale the lost mona lisa uncovers the truth
behind the crime of the century it is a story to rival
the best detective fiction a story of audacious thieves
art forgers shadowy conmen millionaire collectors a
global manhunt and the most beautiful and enigmatic
woman in the world mona lisa gioconda

The Mona Lisa Mystery
2017-07-06

a biography of leonardo da vinci focusing on the
innovative painting techniques he used to create one of
the most recognized and admired portraits in the world
the mona lisa

The Stolen Lady
2021-09-21

in the mystery of the mona lisa jack is sent to the
louvre museum in paris to track down the theft of the
world s most beloved painting he must match wits with a
seemingly invisible mastermind in order to stop
leonardo s masterpiece from slipping into the criminal
underground forever can jack s hypo disk overpower a
glove that shoots laser beams from its fingertips jack
s adventures in the city of light demonstrate once
again that when it comes to outsmarting the baddies
jack is the go to agent with endless tricks up his
sleeve



Mona Lisa's Ghost
2017-10-09

the reader is hired by the french fbi to help find the
stolen mona lisa

The Mona Lisa Sacrifice
2013-06-15

when geronimo stilton finds out that the pirate cats
are going back in time to venice in the year 1517 he
knows they must be after one thing the mona lisa
geronimo and friends must travel to renaissance italy
to stop the pirate cats from stealing the mona lisa and
taking credit for what is arguably the world s most
famous painting but the pirate cats have an ace up
their sleeve someone in geronimo s crew is an imposter

The Lost Mona Lisa
2011-12

the mona lisa in the louvre has been accepted for four
centuries as the one only and original version of the
famous portrait of madonna lisa giocondo painted by
leonardo da vinci it is difficult to break down a
tradition of such long standing yet this is what is
claimed to be done in the following pages but in order
to accomplish this theories and arguments no matter how
strong and plausible they be count as nothing unless
substantiated by facts and direct contemporaneous
evidence and it is on these latter that the onus
probandi lies the fact that there are two mona lisas in
existence to day both of superlative intrinsic merit
and both the work of leonardo da vinci the one with a



record of four centuries behind it the other which has
scarcely been heard of before and has only just emerged
from obscurity creates a sphinx like problem not easy
to solve the unknown isleworth mona lisa can however
afford to stand on her own merits and cast her
enigmatic smile on those who taunt her with her lack of
pedigree but convinced of the genuineness of the
isleworth painting and that upon the authority of the
soundest of expert knowledge i determined to solve the
riddle how i have succeeded i leave the reader to judge
as however this treatise is complex and discursive i
purpose here to give a short outline of its whole
theory in 1501 four pictures by leonardo da vinci were
seen in his studio in florence two of these were the st
anne and the madonna with the spindles the other two
were portraits on which his pupils were engaged as was
then the common custom filling in details in which he
also assisted the two portraits have never hitherto
been identified nor accounted for and they have been
gratuitously assumed to have been lost why or wherefore
no one knows yet as i prove leonardo himself never lost
a single drawing much less a painting but at this very
time 1501 it is established beyond cavil that leonardo
painted the portrait of madonna lisa to the order of
her husband hence i maintain that one of the portraits
seen was a mona lisa since there is not the slightest
particle of evidence to the contrary but what was the
second portrait vasari tells us fifty years later that
at this very time leonardo produced the st anne and the
mona lisa portrait as well as the portrait of another
lady in florence but as it is proved that this lady
died thirty years previously it could not possibly have
been her portrait as leonardo however almost invariably
commenced two versions of each of his works which he
rarely finished i maintain the second portrait seen in
1501 was a second version of the mona lisa in 1505
raphael saw the mona lisa in florence and made for his
own purpose a study of it which now hangs in the louvre



the st anne and a mona lisa are also to day in the
possession of the louvre authorities but this louvre
mona lisa i prove conclusively cannot be the one from
which raphael drew his study and this shows there must
have been another version which raphael saw and studied
and it was this version that went unfinished to madonna
lisa s husband who had commissioned it from the master
again at cloux in france in 1517 some eighteen months
before his death leonardo showed the cardinal of aragon
the st anne and the portrait of a florentine lady which
he described as painted to the order of guiliano de
medici

The Mona Lisa
2003-08-01

a witty introduction to the louvre s many masterpieces
told from the perspective of the subjects themselves
including resident superstar mona lisa millions of
people visit the louvre museum in paris every year to
gaze and gawk at its all star art collection but there
s one star who gets a lot more attention than anyone
else and her very own waiting system if you can believe
it well the louvre s many other masterpieces aren t too
happy about being overshadowed and they re here to tell
everyone what makes them just as worthy of the mona
lisa s teeming crowds with a focus on portraits and
other person centered artworks mona lisa and the others
reveals the stories behind some of the louvre s most
famous pieces napoleon bonaparte takes readers behind
the scenesat his own coronation the venus de milo
explains what happened to her missing arms the seated
scribe lets slip some gossip about the ancient egyptian
royal family and of course mona lisa reveals that there
s more to her portrait than her mysterious smile
written in a light hearted and contemporary style by



alice harman and illustrated with the energetic artwork
of sir quentin blake mona lisa and the others is an
entertaining introduction to the louvre s collection
that will appeal to children parents and teachers from
all walks of life

Secret Agent Jack Stalwart: Book 3:
The Mystery of the Mona Lisa: France
2012-07-31

the mona lisa is widely recognized as the most famous
painting in the history of art and an undeniable icon
of pop culture her celebrated face is used to sell
everything from champagne to automobiles and appears on
ashtrays mouse pads and refrigerator magnets more than
any other art object the mona lisa demonstrates that
something can be high art and pop classic and cool
likewise donald sassoon s elegant narrative is as much
the story of one painting s ascendance to the status of
global icon as it is the popularization of serious and
distinguished art a professor and acclaimed writer
sassoon provides a fascinating account of leonardo da
vinci the renaissance genius who created the picture
who the mysterious subject was why it gained its
unrivalled position in the art world and how it has
come to be used and abused by other artists and the
international advertising industry lavishly illustrated
becoming mona lisa is at once social cultural and art
history of the highest order

The Mona Lisa is Missing!
1988

the marquis de valfierno spent his life preparing to
become the man who stole the mona lisa we are



introduced to him in buenos aires where the criminal
mastermind with exquisite taste in art and women has
built a highly profitable business selling fake
religious masterpieces to grieving widows a botched
love affair forces him to head for mexico city where he
discovers new ventures and greater profits for his art
in mexico he begins to assemble the team that will move
with him to paris he enlists such talents as those of
yves chaudron a master painter without a touch of
creative instinct young miguel a crippled street urchin
and mme renard a savvy woman of many faces valfierno
will move his team to the scene of the crime paris
there he is tempted by nothing more than the imminent
theft of the world s most celebrated painting he could
not have anticipated that this theft would be but the
beginning the man who stole the mona lisa is a
beautifully written blend of mystery and history robert
noah artfully guides his readers through the turns of
an intrigue filled and delicious story

Geronimo Stilton Graphic Novels #6
2013-06-25

william gibson author of the extraordinary multiaward
winning novel neuromancer has written his most
brilliant and thrilling work to date the mona lisa
overdrive enter gibson s unique world lyric and
mechanical sensual and violent sobering and exciting
where multinational corporations and high tech outlaws
vie for power traveling into the computer generated
universe known as cyberspace into this world comes mona
a young girl with a murky past and an uncertain future
whose life is on a collision course with
internationally famous sense net star angie mitchell
since childhood angie has been able to tap into
cyberspace without a computer now from inside



cyberspace a kidnapping plot is masterminded by a
phantom entity who has plans for mona angie and all
humanity plans that cannot be controlled or even known
and behind the intrigue lurks the shadowy yazuka the
powerful japanese underworld whose leaders ruthlessly
manipulate people and events to suit their own purposes
or so they think

Don't Ask for the Mona Lisa
2011

a genius immortalized her a french king paid a fortune
for her an emperor coveted her no face has ever
captivated so many for so long every year more than
nine million visitors trek to her portrait in the
louvre yet while everyone recognizes her smile hardly
anyone knows her story this book rests on the premise
that the woman in the mona lisa is indeed the person
identified in its earliest description lisa gherardini
1479 1542 wife of the florence merchant francesco del
giocondo dianne haleshas followed facts wherever she
could find them from the florence state archives to the
squalid street where she was born to the ruins of the
convent where she died lisa gherardini was a
quintessential woman of her times caught in a whirl of
political upheavals family dramas and public scandals
descended from ancient nobles she gave birth to six
children and died at age sixty three her life spanned
the most tumultuous chapters in the history of florence
decades of war rebellion invasion siege and conquest
and of the greatest artistic outpouring the world has
ever seen her story creates an extraordinary tapestry
of renaissance florence inhabited by larger than legend
figures such as leonardo michelangelo and machiavelli
mona lisa alife discovered takes readers beyond the
frame of leonardo s masterpiece and introduces them to



a fully dimensional human being

Monograph on Leonardo Da Vinci's
'Mona Lisa'
2015-10-03

フィボナッチ数 黄金比 シンメトリー 透視法 あの名画にしかけられた美の法則が次々と明らかに しかもそれは自然
界の至るところに隠されていた レオナルド ダ ヴィンチの美の法則に迫る

Mona Lisa and the Others
2023-04-13

Becoming Mona Lisa
2003

The Man Who Stole the Mona Lisa
2014-08-05

The Wink of the Mona Lisa, and Other
Stories from the Gulf
1998

Mona Lisa Overdrive
2012-11-07



Mona Lisa
2015-08-18

モナ・リザと数学
2006-05
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